DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY

We, SIA Mikrotikls
Brivibas gatve 214i
Riga, LV-1039
Latvia

declare that the products declaration of conformity is issued under the sole responsibility

Marketing name: hAP
Description: WLAN 802.11b/g/n router
Model: RouterBOARD 951Ui-2nD (RB951Ui-2nD)

to which this declaration refers conforms with the relevant harmonized standards under Directive 2014/53/EU on RED:

+A2:2013

Article 3.1.b (EMC): EN 301 489-1 V1.9.2 (2011-09)
EN 301 489-17 V2.2.1 (2012-09)

Article 3.2 (radio): EN 300 328 V2.1.1 (2016-11)

A copy of the test report will be provided on request.

Riga, 28 November, 2018

Edmunds Zvegincevs,
engineer

(publication)